We are actually looking for a

Business Analyst
Optimact: Who we are?
We are a growing solutions company active in the field of Supply Chain Planning and
Control. The Optimact Solution was built to support and facilitate customers.
Optimact’s cloud-based solution connects people, data, processes and plans across
the enterprise, bringing different supply chain planning domains together.
We see Optimact as a tool to achieve results. Without addressing a number of
external environmental factors, such as processes and organization, the best tool in
the world will not deliver results. Optimact has therefore set up a toolkit that uses the
tool as a means to achieve results.

More information can also be found at www.optimact.com

Function: What we are looking for?
As a Business Analyst you will support our implementation consultants and
customers and translate their dreams in reality. Practically you translate design
specifications into detailed SQL coding which you produce, test and align with the
implementation consultants.
As Qlik Sense is fully integrated within Optimact we expect also that you understand
business requirements and translate these into Qlik dashboards. You will also be
involved in the creation of the dashboard and reports in Optimact.
As a Support Agent you are also in contact with the end users or other parties
involved who have functional, technical and / or ICT-related matters when using the

Optimact web application. Together with our implementation consultants you solve
their issues.
You are involved in the daily management and maintenance of Optimact, logging
problems and activities in the JIRA system (support and ticketing system) and
suggest possible improvements of the Optimact functionality, in the field of customer
support and system management.
You have enough analytical insight to help you think about solutions and their
implementation, you like to translate technical setups into solutions and results and
are interested to develop your knowledge of Supply Chain Management and its
translation into Optimact. We have an ambitious development plan that will make the
most of your knowledge and experience.

Your Profile: What we expect
Your profile:
- You have a bachelor's or master's degree in computer science or equivalent
through experience- You have experience with SQL (MS SQL Server or mySQL)
- You have experiences with Qlik Sense or any other BI tool
- Experience with Supply Chain Management is a plus
- Experience with ERP systems or legacy systems is a plus- You speak Dutch and
English, French is a plus
- You are flexible, driven and a team player
- You like to communicate with people
- SCRUM experience is a plus
- Strong analytical skills

Our Offer: What you can expect

We offer a challenging environment with a lot of room for personal input to shape the
business and the job, and grow personally in your profession.
We offer a competitive compensation according to your experience. Different
possibilities in relation with contract types. Home office possibilities
Please send your CV to gunter.fonteyne@optimact.com

